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Adam Brantley is a junior majoring in English and minoring in Korean and chemistry. He plans on attending medical school after graduating. In the meantime, he enjoys hummus and hot tubs.

Sarah Cannon is a senior in the English Teaching program at BYU. She was fortunate to have some stellar English teachers at her high school in South Jordan, Utah, who helped her realize her passion for voice and articulation. She believes there is power in reading and writing and wants to use those tools to empower students.

Christine Eck recently graduated from BYU with a major in English and a minor in editing. She lives in Arizona with her husband and son. Besides them, her great loves are poetry, good food, and the outdoors.

Lorin Groesbeck is a senior from Alpine, Utah, majoring in American Studies with minors in music and digital humanities. She especially enjoys playing the organ and studying religious and African American history. Lorin graduates in April.

Jacob Johnson is a senior interested in using his English skills in the public sector. He will begin a public administration master program at the University of Utah this fall. Ultimately, he hopes to follow in the footsteps of a hero, Mr. Rodgers, and make communities more compassionate, equitable, and neighborly.

Anna Kendall is an undergraduate student studying American Studies at BYU. She is especially interested in anthropology and folklore, and hopes to pursue a master’s degree in those subjects. She’s also the proud mother of a fiery redheaded baby girl, and loves implementing her schooling into parenthood.
Morgan Klatskin’s studies at BYU centered on language. Through lectures on the language, literature, and usage of English, Morgan discovered her interest in the infinite diversity of human communication through words. Morgan puts these studies to work in her job as an editor.

Charlotte Kupsh is a writer and graduate student at the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire. She is currently finishing her master’s thesis, a creative nonfiction book about rural identity in America. She plans to start doctoral work at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln in late 2018.

Maren E. Loveland is a junior American Studies major with a minor in women’s studies planning to apply to graduate school in the fall. She grew up in Atlanta, Georgia, and loves reading, hiking, and occasionally baking.

Mari Murdock is a second-year graduate student from Hawai’i studying Transatlantic Modernism. After graduation, she hopes to eventually get a PhD and continue teaching and writing somewhere warmer than Utah.

Deirdre Murphy is a senior English literature and history double major at Smith College in Northampton, Massachusetts. She enjoys studying how religion and literature intersect. Upon graduation, she intends to pursue a career in teaching.

Isaac Robertson is a senior at BYU majoring in English with minors in math and creative writing. He wrote the included piece based on research performed while fulfilling an internship with the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust in Stratford-upon-Avon. He would like to give them special thanks and recognition, as well as all of the mentors and friends who have inspired and supported him. He plans to apply for graduate school during the coming year.

Lainey Wardlow is from Norman, Oklahoma, and works at BYU’s Research and Writing Center. She is majoring in English and loves spending time with friends, making art, and listening to Kate Bush.